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Art Spotlight: Doug Matthews
Laingsburg High School is full
of
talented
students from athletes
Reporter
to artists. Doug Matthews is one of
those students who puts his talents into both of those
categories.
Art is not only dependent on your skills but also on
natural talent.
“He is not really advanced or experienced with his
work, but he definitely has an eye for what looks good,”
Teacher Hanna Nesterowich said.
Artists use many different kinds of mediums
ranging from pastels to acrylics to water colors.
“He has been exploring different mediums and really
developing himself as an artist...he does do pencil
drawings but primarily I’ve seen more pen and ink
stuff from him,” Nesterowich said.
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DOLITTLE
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“Dolittle,” directed by
Stephen Gaghan, starring
Robert Downey Jr. was
released to theaters on
January 17, 2020. However,
this movie is not the
first Dolittle to make an
appearance in theaters. The
first “Dr. Dolittle” came out

in 1967, directed by Richard
Fleischer. The next “Dr.
Dolittle” was released in 1998,
directed by Betty Thomas.
“Dolittle” is about a
veterinarian who loses
his wife and stops all
communication to the human
world. Queen Victoria of
England, played by Jessie
Buckley, gave Dolittle land so
all the animals could live with
him. The property deed states
when the Queen dies, Dolittle
will lose the property, and
the animals will be relocated
to the zoo. The Queen is
infected by an illness, and
can only be saved by a fruit
from a far away far away
land. After some convincing
by Polly the Parrot, voiced by
Emma Thompson, Dolittle
agrees to save the Queen.

To All The Boys:

P.S. I Still [Don’t] Love You

Dr.Dolittle’s task is to save
Cameron Allen in the trilogy, the movie was an
utter disappointment. The plot
the Queen from dying from
Reporter
progression seemed clunky and
the mysterious illness, with
Being
left out some pretty major details
the help of his animals and a
a major
from the book. While I do love Noah
young boy named Stubbins,
bookworm, Centineo and Lana Condor, the acting
played by Harry Collett. He
I was
did not feel as strong as it was in the first
is followed by his enemy
thrilled
movie.
Dr. Blair Mudfly, played by
to find
On top of that, one of the more
Michael Sheen, who is trying
out Jenny
important movie scenes was not
to stop him.
Photo Courtesy of IMDb Han’s “To
mentioned whatsoever in the
I found the movie
All the Boys books, fueling my irritation with the
extremely predictable.
I’ve Loved Before” book trilogy was being
screenwriters and characters involved in
However,the movie was
adapted into a movie series by Netflix.
said scene. I feel that reading the books
very funny in certain parts.
The series follows high schooler Lara
and loving the first movie fueled my
I did not hate the movie, it
Jean after, in short, her fake relationship
agitation at the fact that one of my favorite
just was not the best that I
turns into something more. I devoured
books was one of my least favorite bookhave ever seen. Because it
the trilogy within the span of a week,
to-movie adaptations.
was predictable, the movie
falling in love with Han’s writing style. I
While I do still recommend this movie
was less exciting. While I
binge watched “To All the Boys I’ve Loved to fans of rom-coms and the first movie,
probably would not watch
Before” when it premiered on Netflix in
those who have read the book should
it again, I think a younger
August 2018 and loved every second of it.
prepare to be disappointed. Despite these
audience would enjoy this
However, the same thing could not
facts, I look forward to watching the third
film more.
be said about its sequel, “P.S. I Still Love
movie and see if it meets my expectations.
You”. While PSISLY was my favorite book

